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The Citizen Soldiers at North Point and
Fort McHenry, September 12 & 13, 1814
A blistering critique of the gulf between America's
soldiers and the society that sends them off to war,
from the bestselling author of The Limits of Power and
Washington Rules The United States has been "at
war" in Iraq and Afghanistan for more than a decade.
Yet as war has become normalized, a yawning gap
has opened between America's soldiers and veterans
and the society in whose name they fight. For
ordinary citizens, as former secretary of defense
Robert Gates has acknowledged, armed conflict has
become an "abstraction" and military service
"something for other people to do." In Breach of Trust,
bestselling author Andrew J. Bacevich takes stock of
the separation between Americans and their military,
tracing its origins to the Vietnam era and exploring its
pernicious implications: a nation with an abiding
appetite for war waged at enormous expense by a
standing army demonstrably unable to achieve
victory. Among the collateral casualties are values
once considered central to democratic practice,
including the principle that responsibility for
defending the country should rest with its citizens.
Citing figures as diverse as the martyr-theologian
Dietrich Bonhoeffer and the marine-turned-antiwarrior Smedley Butler, Breach of Trust summons
Americans to restore that principle. Rather than
something for "other people" to do, national defense
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should become the business of "we the people."
Should Americans refuse to shoulder this
responsibility, Bacevich warns, the prospect of
endless war, waged by a "foreign legion" of
professionals and contractor-mercenaries, beckons.
So too does bankruptcy—moral as well as fiscal.

Citizen Soldiers and the Key to the
Bastille
Jonathan Fennell captures for the first time the true
wartime experience of the ordinary soldiers from
across the empire who made up the British and
Commonwealth armies. He analyses why the great
battles were won and lost and how the men that
fought went on to change the world.

The Citizen-Soldier
This book spotlights Britain's “citizen army” to show
who these volunteers were, why they enlisted, how
they were trained—and how they quickly became
disillusioned when they found themselves committed
not to the supposed glories of conventional battle but
instead to a prolonged guerrilla war.

The Korean War in Britain
"Citizen Soldier Handbook: 101 Ways for Every
American to Fight Terrorism" is a How-To Guide for
Americans to fight the greatest threat to Western
Civilization - Radical Islam. Terrorists declared every
man, woman and child to be a target. We have no
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choice but to become Citizen Soldiers. The
Handbook's Five sections - Morale, Intelligence,
Physical Training, Mental Training and Action encourage Americans of all backgrounds, ages, and
skills to do their part against Radical Islam. The
Citizen Soldier Handbook is a Call to Arms in the spirit
of Citizen Soldiers - at Lexington and Concord firing
the 'Shot Heard Round the World' - brighten the glow
of Freedom from the Torch of Liberty. --- ..". Citizen
Soldier Handbook puts this power into the citizen's
hands with knowledge about the threat of Radical
Islam, how to empower yourself and how to use
media to stop the threat of Radical Islam in the age of
Information Warfare. This book will inspire you." -John
Ziegler Radio Show Host & Author "The Death of Free
Speech" "We are engaged in a great war of Ideas Freedom versus Tryanny, Democracy versus Islamic
Totalitarianism. The weapon of is Information. As a
writer, I understand the power of Ideas, Information
and Humor. The Citizen-Soldier Handbook will help
and inspire you, your friends, family, coworkers,
fellow Americans to get the word out in dozens of
ways." -Burt Prelutsky Former WGA President &
Author "Conservatives Are from Mars, Liberals Are
from San Francisco: 101 Reasons I'm Happy I Left the
Left" "The Citizen-Soldier Handbook is an invaluable
resource at once an exhaustively researched
compendium of strategies and a stirring reaffirmation
of the meaning of citizenship, it is a clarion call to
action in a time when too many have been lulled into
a false sense of complacency." -Harry Stein - Author
of "How I Accidentally Joined the Vast Right-Wing
Conspiracy (and Found Inner Peace)' and is a
Contributing Editor to "City Journal" ..".this is more
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than a handbook. It is a call to action. In this age of
information and internet warfare, everyone can be a
Citizen Soldier and everyone can join the fight. The
Citizen Soldier Handbook will show you the way."
-Brandon L. Millett Chairman and Co-Founder, "The GI
Film Festival," Washington D.C. The Citizen Soldier
Handbook's Five Sections has 101 Actions (even more
if you include subheadings ) urging Americans to take
action in their Lives, Communities and the World to
fight Radical Islam. Morale - Believe in the Greatness
of America and Fight For Her Intelligence - Learn
about Radical Islam, its Roots, Adherents, Beliefs and
Dangers Physical Training - As Physical Beings, We
Must Be in Shape to Take Action Mental Training Steel Yourself for the Mission Ahead. Take Action Take Action With Suggestions, Ideas, Techniques,
Methods and Resources, Organizations and More. This
Book is a Match to Light The Torch of Freedom that
You - America's Citizen Soldier - Must Hold High to
Stop the Encroaching Darkness. The Fight Is Yours."

The British Army of the Rhine
From Stephen E. Ambrose, bestselling author of Band
of Brothers and D-Day, the inspiring story of the
ordinary men of the U.S. army in northwest Europe
from the day after D-Day until the end of the bitterest
days of World War II. In this riveting account, historian
Stephen E. Ambrose continues where he left off in his
#1 bestseller D-Day. Citizen Soldiers opens at 0001
hours, June 7, 1944, on the Normandy beaches, and
ends at 0245 hours, May 7, 1945, with the allied
victory. It is biography of the US Army in the
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European Theater of Operations, and Ambrose again
follows the individual characters of this noble, brutal,
and tragic war. From the high command down to the
ordinary soldier, Ambrose draws on hundreds of
interviews to re-create the war experience with
startling clarity and immediacy. From the hedgerows
of Normandy to the overrunning of Germany,
Ambrose tells the real story of World War II from the
perspective of the men and women who fought it.

Fighting the People's War
Citizen Soldiers in the War of 1812
After years at the margins of medical history, the
relationship between war and medicine is at last
beginning to move centre-stage. The essays in this
volume focus on one important aspect of that
relationship: the practice and development of
medicine within the armed forces from the late
nineteenth century through to the end of the Second
World War. During this crucial period, medicine came
to occupy an important position in military life,
especially during the two world wars when manpower
was at a premium. Good medical provisions were vital
to the conservation of manpower, protecting
servicemen from disease and returning the sick and
wounded to duty in the shortest possible time. A
detailed knowledge of the serviceman's mind and
body enabled the authorities to calculate and
standardise rations, training and disciplinary
procedures. Spanning the laboratory and the
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battlefield, and covering a range of national contexts,
the essays in this volume provide valuable insights
into different national styles and priorities. They also
examine the relationship between medical personnel
and the armed forces as a whole, by looking at such
matters as the prevention of disease, the treatment of
psychiatric casualties and the development of
medical science. The volume as a whole
demonstrates that medicine became an increasingly
important part of military life in the era of modern
warfare, and suggests new avenues and approaches
for future study.

Pegasus Bridge
Winner of the Army Historical Foundation Book Award
During the War of 1812, state militias were intended
to be the primary fighting force. Unfortunately, while
militiamen showed willingness to fight, they were
untrained, undisciplined, and ill-equipped. These raw
volunteers had no muskets, and many did not know
how to use the weapons once they had been issued.
Though established by the Constitution, state militias
found themselves wholly unprepared for war. The
federal government was empowered to use these
militias to "execute the laws of the Union, suppress
insurrections, and repel invasions;" but in a system of
divided responsibility, it was the states' job to appoint
officers and to train the soldiers. Edward Skeen
reveals states' responses to federal requests for
troops and provides in-depth descriptions of the
conditions, morale, and experiences of the militia in
camp and in battle. Skeen documents the failures and
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successes of the militias, concluding that the key lay
in strong leadership. He also explores public
perception of the force, both before and after the war,
and examines how the militias changed in response to
their performance in the War of 1812. After that time,
the federal government increasingly neglected the
militias in favor of a regular professional army.

The British Quarterly Review
In this important new study, Matthew McCormack reexamines the debates on the militia, and argues that
eighteenth-century military reform was informed and
driven by concerns about politics, nationalism, and
gender. The militia tells us a great deal about the
political culture of the time, which was suspicious of
professional armies and executive power, and which
placed great emphasis on the liberties and masculine
attributes of the ordinary citizen. Its advocateseven
suggested that mass military service would prompt a
reinvigoration of English masculinity.

Browned Off and Bloody-Minded
Redcoat: The British Soldier in the Age of
Horse and Musket
Many of the leaders and heroes of the Revolutionary
War are well known to most Americans. Lesser known
are those unsung heroes or citizen soldiers who first
enlisted with local militias before being assigned to
units of the Continental Line and sent away to fight in
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states and regions far removed from their homes and
families. In New England, these also included men of
the sea who signed aboard privateers or became part
of the Mariner brigades that became indispensable in
navigating waterways and ferrying troops into
position. It is also the larger story of their struggle to
maintain their loyalty to their home states, property
and family. Author and historian Robert Geake
uncovers the untold story of ordinary citizens who
became united in the cause for freedom.

Black Citizen Soldiers
"Drawing on service records, African American
newspapers, and official correspondence, Roger
Cunningham tells the history of Kansas's Black
militiamen and volunteers who provided military
service from the Civil War until the dawn of the
twentieth century, relating the stories of numerous
individuals along the way"--Provided by publisher.

Annual Reports of the Secretary of War
Home Reading Course for Citizensoldiers
The Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars affected
millions of people's lives across Europe and beyond.
Yet the extent to which the constant warfare of the
period 1792-1815 shaped everyday experience has
been little studied. This volume of essays discusses
the formative experience of these wars for men and
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women, as soldiers, citizens and civilians.

British and Foreign State Papers
The British amateur military tradition of raising
auxiliary forces for home defence long preceded the
establishment of a standing army. This was a model
that was widely emulated in British colonies. This
volume of essays seeks to examine the role of citizen
soldiers in Britain and its empire during the Victorian
period.

The Citizen Soldier, His Part in War and
Peace
In the early morning hours of June 6, 1944, a small
detachment of British airborne troops stormed the
German defense forces and paved the way for the
Allied invasion of Europe. Pegasus Bridge was the first
engagement of D-Day, the turning point of World War
II. This gripping account of it by acclaimed author
Stephen Ambrose brings to life a daring mission so
crucial that, had it been unsuccessful, the entire
Normandy invasion might have failed. Ambrose traces
each step of the preparations over many months to
the minute-by-minute excitement of the hand-to-hand
confrontations on the bridge. This is a story of
heroism and cowardice, kindness and brutality -- the
stuff of all great adventures.

Soldiers, Citizens and Civilians
In this Brookings Essay titled “The Citizen-Soldier,”
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National Book Award winner, and U.S. Marine Corps
veteran, Phil Klay sheds light on the tension and
relationship between veterans and society. Klay is an
established author and has previously received
noteworthy praise for his book, Redeployment. In his
first non-fiction work with Brookings, Klay valiantly
explores the moral dimensions of veterans, their
purpose in war, and their reintegration into the
civilian world. The Brookings Essay: In the spirit of its
commitment to high-quality, independent research,
the Brookings Institution has commissioned works on
major topics of public policy by distinguished authors,
including Brookings scholars. The Brookings Essay is a
multi-platform product aimed to engage readers in
open dialogue and debate. The views expressed,
however, are solely those of the author. Available in
ebook only.

A Chronicle of War of 1812 Soldiers,
Seamen, and Marines
Showcasing French participation in the Seven Years'
War and the American Revolution, this book shows
the French army at the heart of revolutionary, social,
and cultural change. Osman argues that efforts to
transform the French army into a citizen army before
1789 prompted and helped shape the French
Revolution.

The Citizen Soldiers at North Point and
Fort McHenry, Sept. 12 & 13, 1814
Military professionals and theorists have long
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understood the relevance of morale in war.
Montgomery, the victor at El Alamein, said, following
the battle, that 'the more fighting I see, the more I am
convinced that the big thing in war is morale'.
Jonathan Fennell, in examining the North African
campaign through the lens of morale, challenges
conventional explanations for Allied success in one of
the most important and controversial campaigns in
British and Commonwealth history. He introduces new
sources, notably censorship summaries of soldiers'
mail, and an innovative methodology that assesses
troop morale not only on the evidence of personal
observations and official reports but also on
contemporaneously recorded rates of psychological
breakdown, sickness, desertion and surrender. He
shows for the first time that a major morale crisis and
stunning recovery decisively affected Eighth Army's
performance during the critical battles on the Gazala
and El Alamein lines in 1942.

Indiana's Citizen Soldiers
Citizen Soldiers
A genuinely comparative study of the cultural impact
of the Great War on British and German societies in
the first half of the twentieth century. Taking public
commemorations as its focus, this book unravels the
British and German search for historical continuity
and meaning in the shadow of an unprecedented
human catastrophe. In both countries, the survivors of
the Great War pictured the conflict as the 'Last
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Crusade' and sought consolation in imagery that
connected the soldiers of the age of total war with the
knights of the Middle Ages. Stefan Goebel shows that
medievalism as a mode of war commemoration
transcended national and cultural boundaries. This is
an invaluable contribution to the burgeoning study of
cultural memory and collective remembrance which
will appeal to researchers and students in the history
of the First World War, social and cultural history of
warfare and medieval studies.

General John M. Palmer, Citizen Soldiers,
and the Army of a Democracy
The British soldier of the Great War has been depicted
in many books. Invariably, a pen picture paints him as
stoic, joining the army in a wave of patriotic fervour,
and destined to serve four years on the Western Front
in some of the most costly battles in history. Yet often
the picture is difficult to resolve for the reader. What
was it like in the trenches? How did the soldier live,
where did he sleep? What was it like to go over the
top, and when he did, what did he carry with him? For
many, the idea of trench life is hazy, and usually
involves ‘drowning in mud’, in, as one writer put it,
‘the pitiless misery’ of Passchendaele. Recently,
military historians have presented an alternative
picture, a picture in which the hopelessness of the
First World War is given new life and purpose.
Remembering Tommy pays tribute to the real life
British soldier of the Great War from the moment of
joining up to their final homecoming. Using original
artefacts in historic settings, the men and their words
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are brought to life. The uniforms they wore, the
equipment they carried, the letters they wrote home,
their personal possessions, mementos and
photographs come together in a powerful tribute to
the indomitable Tommy. Each one of these precious
artefacts bears witness to the men who left them
behind – allowing us to almost reach out and touch
history.

Citizen-Soldier Handbook: 101 Ways
Every American Can Fight Terrorism
Breach of Trust
The combined British Expeditionary Force and
American II Corps successfully pierced the
Hindenburg Line during the Hundred Days Campaign
of World War I, an offensive that hastened the war’s
end. Yet despite the importance of this effort, the
training and operation of II Corps has received scant
attention from historians. Mitchell A. Yockelson
delivers a comprehensive study of the first time
American and British soldiers fought together as a
coalition force—more than twenty years before DDay. He follows the two divisions that constituted II
Corps, the 27th and 30th, from the training camps of
South Carolina to the bloody battlefields of Europe.
Despite cultural differences, General Pershing’s
misgivings, and the contrast between American
eagerness and British exhaustion, the untested Yanks
benefited from the experience of battle-toughened
Tommies. Their combined forces contributed much to
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the Allied victory. Yockelson plumbs new archival
sources, including letters and diaries of American,
Australian, and British soldiers to examine how two
forces of differing organization and attitude merged
command relationships and operations. Emphasizing
tactical cooperation and training, he details II Corps’
performance in Flanders during the Ypres-Lys
offensive, the assault on the Hindenburg Line, and the
decisive battle of the Selle. Featuring thirty-nine
evocative photographs and nine maps, this account
shows how the British and American military
relationship evolved both strategically and politically.
A case study of coalition warfare, Borrowed Soldiers
adds significantly to our understanding of the Great
War.

Citizen Soldiers and the British Empire,
1837–1902
The Korean War in Britain explores the social and
cultural impact of the Korean War (1950–53) on
Britain. Coming just five years after the ravages of the
Second World War, Korea was a deeply unsettling
moment in post-war British history. From allegations
about American use of ‘germ’ warfare to anxiety over
Communist use of ‘brainwashing’ and treachery at
home, the Korean War precipitated a series of shortlived panics in 1950s Britain. But by the time of its
uneasy ceasefire in 1953, the war was becoming
increasingly forgotten. Using Mass Observation
surveys, letters, diaries and a wide range of underexplored contemporary material, this book charts the
war’s changing position in British popular imagination
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and asks how it became known as the ‘Forgotten
War’. It explores the war in a variety of viewpoints –
conscript, POW, protester and veteran – and is
essential reading for anyone interested in Britain’s
Cold War past.

The British Army and the First World War
"This volume is arranged alphabetically by surname of
the veterans of the War of 1812 for whom a member
of the Maryland Society claims direct or collateral
descent. A brief biographical sketch is provided of the
soldiers, seamen, or marines. Each entry consists of:
dates and places of birth, death, marriage, and
service during the War of 1812. The name of the
member(s) claiming descent is provided at the end of
the entry"--Preface.

Remembering Tommy
Citizen Soldiers
Between 1945 and 1957, West Germany made a
dizzying pivot from Nazi bastion to Britain's Cold War
ally against the Soviet Union. Successive London
governments, though often faced with bitter public
and military opposition, tasked the British Army of the
Rhine (BAOR) to serve as a protecting force while
strengthening West German integration into the
Western defense structure. Peter Speiser charts the
BAOR's fraught transformation from occupier to ally
by looking at the charged nexus where British troops
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and their families interacted with Germany's civilian
population. Examining the relationship on many
levels, Speiser ranges from how British mass media
representations of Germany influenced BAOR troops
to initiatives taken by the Army to improve relations.
He also weighs German perceptions, surveying
clashes between soldiers and civilians and comparing
the popularity of the British services with that of the
other occupying powers. As Speiser shows, the
BAOR's presence did not improve the relationship
between British servicemen and the German
populace, but it did prevent further deterioration
during a crucial and dangerous period of the early
Cold War. An incisive look at an under-researched
episode, The British Army of the Rhine sheds new
light on Anglo-German diplomatic, political and social
relations after 1945, and evaluates their impact on
the wider context of European integration in the
postwar era.

Combat and Morale in the North African
Campaign
The popular image of the British soldier in the First
World War is of a passive victim, caught up in events
beyond his control, and isolated from civilian society.
This book offers a different vision of the soldier's
experience of war. Using letters and official sources
relating to Liverpool units, Helen McCartney shows
how ordinary men were able to retain their civilian
outlook and use it to influence their experience in the
trenches. These citizen soldiers came to rely on local,
civilian loyalties and strong links with home to bolster
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their morale, whilst their civilian backgrounds helped
them challenge those in command if they felt they
were being treated unfairly. The book examines the
soldier not only in his military context but in terms of
his social and cultural life. It will appeal to anyone
wishing to understand how the British soldier thought
and behaved during the First World War.

New England Citizen Soldiers of the
Revolutionary War: Minutemen and
Mariners
This cultural history of the amateur military tradition
traces the origins of the citizen soldier ideal from long
before Canadians donned khaki and boarded
troopships for the Western Front. Before the Great
War, Canada's military culture was in transition as the
country navigated an uncertain relationship with the
United States and fought an imperial war in South
Africa. Militia Myths explores the ideological
transformation that took place between 1896 and
1921, arguing that by the end of the War, the
untrained citizen volunteer had replaced the longserving militiaman as the archetypal Canadian soldier.

Soldiers of Empire
Borrowed Soldiers
Citizen Soldiers
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Embodying the Militia in Georgian
England
How are soldiers made? Why do they fight? Reimagining the study of armed forces and society,
Barkawi examines the imperial and multinational
armies that fought in Asia in the Second World War,
especially the British Indian army in the Burma
campaign. Going beyond conventional narratives,
Barkawi studies soldiers in transnational context, from
recruitment and training to combat and memory.
Drawing on history, sociology and anthropology, the
book critiques the 'Western way of war' from a
postcolonial perspective. Barkawi reconceives soldiers
as cosmopolitan, their battles irreducible to the
national histories that monopolise them. This book
will appeal to those interested in the Second World
War, armed forces and the British Empire, and
students and scholars of military sociology and
history, South Asian studies and international
relations.

Militia Myths
This is a major new history of the British army during
the Great War written by three leading military
historians. Ian Beckett, Timothy Bowman and Mark
Connelly survey operations on the Western Front and
throughout the rest of the world as well as the army's
social history, pre-war and wartime planning and
strategy, the maintenance of discipline and morale
and the lasting legacy of the First World War on the
army's development. They assess the strengths and
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weaknesses of the army between 1914 and 1918,
engaging with key debates around the adequacy of
British generalship and whether or not there was a
significant 'learning curve' in terms of the
development of operational art during the course of
the war. Their findings show how, despite limitations
of initiative and innovation amongst the high
command, the British army did succeed in developing
the effective combined arms warfare necessary for
victory in 1918.

Volunteers on the Veld
More than three-and-a-half million men served in the
British Army during the Second World War, the vast
majority of them civilians who had never expected to
become soldiers and had little idea what military life,
with all its strange rituals, discomforts, and dangers,
was going to be like. Alan Allport’s rich and luminous
social history examines the experience of the greatest
and most terrible war in history from the perspective
of these ordinary, extraordinary men, who were
plucked from their peacetime families and workplaces
and sent to fight for King and Country. Allport
chronicles the huge diversity of their wartime
trajectories, tracing how soldiers responded to and
were shaped by their years with the British Army, and
how that army, however reluctantly, had to
accommodate itself to them. Touching on issues of
class, sex, crime, trauma, and national identity,
through a colorful multitude of fresh individual
perspectives, the book provides an enlightening,
deeply moving perspective on how a generation of
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very modern-minded young men responded to the
challenges of a brutal and disorienting conflict.

Medicine and Modern Warfare
Redcoat is the brilliant story of the common British
soldier from 1700 to 1900, based on the letters and
diaries of the men who served and the women who
followed them.

Citizen Soldiers
The Black Citizen-Soldiers of Kansas,
1864-1901
In this riveting account, historian Stephen Ambrose
continues where he left off in his #1 bestseller D-Day.
Ambrose again follows the individual characters of
this noble, brutal, and tragic war, from the high
command down to the ordinary soldier, drawing on
hundreds of interviews to re-create the war
experience with startling clarity and immediacy. From
the hedgerows of Normandy to the overrunning of
Germany, Ambrose tells the real story of World War II
from the perspective of the men and women who
fought it.From June 7, 1944, on the beaches of
Normandy to the final battles of Germany, acclaimed
historian Stephen E. Ambrose draws on hundreds of
interviews and oral histories from men on both sides
to write a compelling and comprehensive portrait of
the Citizen Soldiers who made up the U.S.
Army.Ambrose re-creates the experiences of the
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individuals who fought the battle, from high command
- Eisenhower, Bradley, and Patton - on down to the
enlisted men. Within the chronological story, there
are chapters on medics, nurses, and doctors; on the
quartermasters; on the replacements; on what it was
like to spend a night on the front lines; on sad sacks,
cowards, and criminals; on Christmas 1944; and on
weapons of all kinds. In this engrossing history,
Ambrose reveals the learning process of a great army
- how to cross rivers, how to fight in snow or
hedgerows, how to fight in cities, how to coordinate
air and ground campaigns, and how citizens become
soldiers. Throughout, the perspective is that of the
enlisted men and junior officers - and how decisions of
the brass affected them.

The Great War and Medieval Memory
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